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perfectness 

 

With the first steps into July - the 3rd Trinity - several superior vibration encodings will take 

place. 

 

From a cosmic point of view a new, completely different wind is now blowing and your sails are 

accelerating the journey into the new epoch of evolution - NOW is NEW COUNTRY. 

 

Already since the middle of June the red universal current (love, power, transformation - 

becoming conscious of one's own creative power, fomenting the divine flame in the inner universe 

of your being, alchemistic encoding of your extended abilities in the light of reality, omnipotence 

and aspect of effect) merges into matter, lifts into the rhythm of the pulsation of the fifth 

dimension and integrates into all liveliness. 

 

The fire of creation unites with the water, stretches the hearts, docks to the cosmic pulsation and 

allows sublime codes of mercy and grace for which we then instantaneously strive to flow - 

satisfying sublime emotions and needs of all beings is an aspect of creation. When we become 

aware of creation, our thinking becomes balanced and we experience true mastery over emotions - 

connected to the eternal reality of being. 

 

 The flow velocity of fire with water becomes an explosive mixture and is difficult to control.  

Polarities of this river appear in terra of stagnant, almost collapsing, as well as exponentially rising 

current through the meandering network - all (and almost parallel) experiencable. Uncontrollable 

and full of natural disasters, weather phenomena, sky performances, highest temperature and 

magnetic field fluctuations are always part of the program. 

 

The major project of the sky crew this month is to show our embodiment that we ourselves are our 

creators. 

 

Now we are able to bind through the cosmic currents, forces, circumstances and matter - flooded 

with light to use our natural gift of manifestation (as paradoxical as it sounds, here too there is the 

counterweight - the addiction to wealth to be power and glory better or greater than the next door, 

which opens the door to the abyss of the deep planes). 

 

In the House of Thresholds, gusts of strong hurricanes flood here to ignite the fire of change.  

Work in the close relationship fields of this incarnation in the circle of the family, the soul 

connections and also the cosmic family ties. 

 

The opulent guests of the House of Cancer are, Mars, Mercury, Venus, Pluto 

 

Potentiated current will continue until 17/7 - after work is done, a restful and cheerful party 

atmosphere comes up from this cluster and supports the energetic anchoring of all Galactic New 

Year's influxes/encodings with many fireworks on heart level. 

 

The first big event on 2/7 can be found here at the new moon (exact celebration -MESZ 

21:17:10h) in the house of the twin with later relocation ( 03:26h) into the house of the cancer 

with deep solar eclipse - MESZ 19:24h 09 °22' with the shining white fixed star Alhena at the left 
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foot south in the house of the twin which represents infinity with Pollux. This total solar eclipse 

will be visible in small parts of Chile and Argentina shortly before sunset. Some regions in the 

Pacific and South America, including Ecuador, Brazil, Uruguay and Paraguay, will experience a 

partial solar eclipse. 

 

The sacred feminine will take on a new meaning. Issues such as parent child (grandparents, 

grandchildren, siblings, uncles, aunts) and associated trust MISSE EXCHANGE through imprints 

and their inherent dependencies will be transported to the surface of your physicality on this day 

of light. An invitation to recognize one's own power, that you are the most important being in your 

existence. An invitation to treat others as equals and caring to yourself. 

 

Assigned to the element air, not only the breath of life is symbolized, but also time and the perfect 

fusion of feminine and masculine energies, as well as sound and energy outside of space and time 

- CREATION. 

 

Physical correspondence organ system, glandular system, body zones arms, hands, lungs and 

shoulders. 

 

 Color flow yellow, contra color red, blue, day quality light day. 

 

It is important in the month of July to know the cell memory of your body wants to be heard. He 

remembers and carries this outward. See the positive intention to recognize among all physical 

processes to activate lightful healing. Change a few daily routines into new rituals, use 

communication to find help....sometimes listen to the source of the fire and help others as well as 

whatever these figures may be....the many little things make the BIG ALL into the perfect 

COMPOSITION.   

 

Alhena represents creativity. In the house of the threshold, between the worlds, this star enables 

family ties to lash more tightly. True forgiveness and compassion without giving up on oneself. 

Also the disposal/trumbling for a new energetic well-being is extremely powerfully supported 

(radius of effect of both forthcoming eclipses ½ year - 26/12/3) in connection with Uranus is 

openly demanded to change things, to tread new ways in the everyday life around new liberty to 

discover. 

 

Saturn and Neptune - Father of Aeons and alchemist Melchizedek are the strongest musicians in 

the octaves of the integration of new evolution symphony like this. The networking of all heart 

octaves of all individuals makes the membrane of the crystalline dodecahedron data network light 

up with every photon melt and reap the fullness of your hard work.   

 

SONNE - MOND - URANUS liberate from the clutches of the past 

 

We know you think and often pronounce it ....again and again similar input, again and again the 

same painful highlights, again and again your incomprehension of the next door feels.   

 

Let us say you are now ACCEPTED in the preparation phase of the magical, mystical, alchemical 

- sometimes surreal - level of the master building blocks of all evolution..... Soul - Spirit - Body - 

Transcendence. Hyperluminal quantum leaps. 

 

The membrane is thinned out and brittle Yin and Yang merge - LOVE and UNITY 

CONSCIOUSNESS migrate to all surfaces of the waters - A cycle that by June/July 2020 will 

completely reorient life and find its end in the House of the Threshold, of the Tribe - 21/6/6 - 

Summer Solstice and New Moon Spectacle CEST 7:41:27h/21/3 Triassic - Creation Christ 

Consciousness, until New Moon 20/7/2020/6 - Triple Trinity 2020 

 



Everything that has mattered so far loses value by then. 

 

The deepest and most painful inner shift of the first half-year, the 2 Trias, has awakened the 

potential of new life themes that serve the welfare of all - the unity consciousness, the monads. 

 

So it is that the impending shift is happening not only in the microcosm of this world, the 

individual I AM, but in the entire crystalline network of the universe. 

 

Energy - electromagnetic waves, they are not visible but possess intention in any direction. It is 

the language of light. 

 

This process is supported in your system from a planetary point of view by the massive encoded 

data transfers of your sun - photons, plasma particles flow, ionized energy, crystallized breath air, 

fills your cellular structures, changes the whole metabolism. 

 

Gradually prepare for the upcoming events of absolute upheavals (it is not the big events but the 

many, many small ones that are usually ignored, which result in the collective change of all 

multiverses) through the eclipses that will begin at New Moon. 

 

It is therefore of utmost importance for the radius of action to integrate the above-mentioned 

action into the daily journey of experience of the newly manifested Qualia at every second. It 

enables the Qualia to efficiently accelerate the expansion of the blessings and wealth - the reality 

of inner beauty - to weave into the collective for ending any conflict. 

 

The second great event happens on the full moon (CEST 22:38h) with lunar eclipse on 16/7 

CEST-22:38h (24°04' Capricorn). Here Pluto merges very closely with the full moon. Between the 

two eclipses how could it be otherwise, there is therefore x-fold increased aggression potential and 

risk of injury with carelessness. Consider it a tool with a guideline where a lot of love has to be 

woven. 

 

Body correspondence - organ system, blood circulation - body zones, joints, skin, bones and 

knees. Colour flow blue, contra colour red, yellow, 

 

Once this part is accomplished, the current of the preceding third major event of the Galactic New 

Year becomes easier.   Unlocking (26/7) the "White Magnetic Magic" easier to perceive in your 

conscious mind. 

 

The white spell is guided by the power of the wisdom of the heart to activate the self-

empowerment inherent in every living individual. In the past days since the middle of June some 

people have noticed how fast and inexhaustibly many events and experiences accumulate which 

self-doubts trigger certain programs by experiences carried up. Usually it is fear and panic - before 

or with losses, delimitations, perception experiences, physical condition. It is these programs that 

guide you to new paths and new fields of action. To push you with every doubt in the direction of 

the true identity ....A necessity for self-acceptance Integrity and commitment of the reality of soul, 

higher self, spirit and body to create space for the own evolution of every living being. 

 

The energy organs 1, 4, 7, 

 

turning days - 19, 22, 28/7 

 

Portal days -12.13/7 

 

A fantastic journey through the full month of July for all earth angels wandering along the heart's 

path 



 

J.A. 

 

Thank you for the appreciation of June and a very special blessing to J.S. your daughter with her 

first grandchild and the new arriving earth child (or is it perhaps already hatched the dwarf...let us 

know) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Gratitude Donation 
 

we thank with much love for the plans of the New Light. 
 
 an  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 BIC UCJAES2M 

 oder  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 
Donations are shared between the author Jada Seidel and this translation by Ralf A. Seger. 

 
The author Jada Seidel supports other spiritual projects with donations; 

with the other part of the donation you support our spiritual project of the New Light.  
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